
Characters D6 / Djas Puhr (Sakiyan Bounty Hunter)

Name: Djas Puhr

Species: Sakiyan

Gender: Male

Skin color: Black

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 3D

           Blaster: 6D

           Brawling Parry: 4D

           Dodge: 5D+2

           Missile Weapons: 4D

           Thrown Weapons: 4D+2

PERCEPTION: 3D+2

           Bargain: 4D

           Con: 4D+1

           Gambling: 5D+2

           Hide: 5D

           Search: 5D+1

           Sneak: 5D+2

KNOWLEDGE: 2D

           Planetary Systems: 3D

           Streetwise: 4D+2

           Survival: 5D

           Tactics: 6D

STRENGTH: 3D

           Brawling: 5D+1

           Climbing/Jumping: 5D

MECHANICAL: 1D

           Repulsorlift Operation: 3D+2

TECHNICAL: 1D

           Demolitions: 4D

Special Abilities:

        Tracking: Sakiyan have almost supernatural senses, allowing them to track targets by sound (+2D),

by smell (+2D), or at night using their natural thermographic vision.

        Temperature Resistant:  Sakiyan are resistant to extremes in temperature, able to operate

comfortably-without breaking a sweat-at heat levels that might injure non-Sakiyans, as well as frigid

depths, although those were less appealing to them. This gives them +2D to resist the effects of heat and

cold.



FORCE SENSITIVE - N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 3

CHARACTER POINTS 5

EQUIPMENT: Credits: 450, Street Clothing, Heavy Blaster Pistol (5D), Comlink

Description: Djas Puhr was a male Sakiyan bounty hunter active during the Age of the Empire.

Biography

Few knew the past of Djas Puhr, a male Sakiyan who left his homeworld. It was rumored that he was an

ex-slave, who had climbed out of the slave pits of Hutt Cartel gangster Jabba Desilijic Tiure; whatever the

reason, Puhr harbored a hatred towards the crime lord that led to a refusal to take bounties from his

organization.

Puhr was an associate of the smuggler Han Solo and his first mate Chewbacca, and they had an

agreement whereby Solo would deliver him gwayo bird eggs, a delicacy of Puhr's homeworld, along with

his regular cargo of spice for Jabba. During one of these shipments, Solo was forced to drop his spice

cargo to avoid arrest by the Galactic Empire, causing Jabba to place a 50,000-credit bounty on his head

and throwing the standing of his agreement with Puhr into question.

Tatooine

In 0 BBY, Puhr was present in the spaceport of Mos Eisley on the planet Tatooine. He was known to

frequent Chalmun's Spaceport Cantina, where he considered himself a regular. The bounty hunter often

sat at a table with Myo, Muftak, and Kabe—a cohort which he enjoyed, for all of its foibles.

Around this time, he was hired by Myo to retrieve a valuable kloo horn, which the Abyssin had won in a

card game from Lirin Car'n the night before before becoming intoxicated and losing it himself. Car'n, a

member of the Modal Nodes house band (and son of the horn's previous owner, the late, great Lirin

D'avi), desperately needed money to pay off a debt to Rodian bounty hunter Greedo. With this in mind,

Lirin Car'n also hired Puhr for the same task, promising to pay two hundred credits to retrieve it.

The Sakiyan bounty hunter easily found the horn—which had been stolen by Muftak and Kabe and sold

in order to pay their rent—and acquired it from the Scrapper. After a brief confrontation with Han Solo

and Chewbacca (whom he warned about the bounty on their heads), he returned to his regular table. In

the course of the heated conversation between his companions, it became clear that the group's various

problems stemmed from the smuggler Solo's failure to deliver his cargo of narcotics to Muftak. Knowing

that Greedo was attempting to collect on Solo's bounty that same day, Puhr made a wager on the

smuggler's life, promising to pay off the group's various debts himself should Solo live.

After his henchmen, Cornelius Evazan and Ponda Baba, were incapacitated by a third party, Greedo's

attempt failed, and he was killed by Solo. Puhr, content with the outcome of the situation and the justice

of the universe, produced Car'n's kloo horn—in doing so defusing the situation and effectively paying off

the "debts" of his friends.



Personality and traits

Exploiting his species' keen senses and quick reflexes, Djas Puhr was a skilled tracker—effortlessly

retrieving Lirin D'avi's kloo horn from a Scrapper for his friend Lirin Car'n. As a bounty hunter, Puhr

considered himself a professional and carefully analyzed the situations he found himself in; when he

wished to do so, he would even wager on the outcome, sometimes just to consider the philosophy behind

it. He was reluctant to form attachments with others, even his drinking partners at Chalmun's Cantina and

business associates such as Han Solo, though he retained some sentimentality when remembering his

homeworld. In general, the concept of friendship was intriguing to Puhr, who considered Han Solo's

gwayo egg smuggling as a foolhardy but admirable and thoughtful gesture.

Despite his work on Tatooine, Puhr hated Jabba Desilijic Tiure with a passion and refused to take

bounties from him, holding other hunters that did so, like Greedo, in contempt. He also disliked the

Empire and likened the Imperial Navy to a "refuse fleet." 
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